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Operational ocean trajectory 

forecasting at MET Norway

Oil drift                Ship drift                       Search and Rescue
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Requirement: 30-minute response time by meteorologist on duty

⇒



Ocean trajectory modelling at MET Norway

Wave parameters required for some
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Atmosphere

Waves

Ocean

Location of incident is not known in 

advance 

⇒The trajectory model must be run 

offline, ie, not run as part of an 

ocean model

Ocean currents and wind is needed 

for all applications 



20 km resolution model – looks all right at a distance

The importance of resolution

800 m resolution – certainly not perfect (more in a moment),

but allows nearshore and even coastal simulations 



Norwegian Meteorological Institute

Errors in oil drift models
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Keep working, ladies and gentlemen!
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Norwegian Meteorological Institute

Obser

ved 

drifter

Simulated drifter, 

no assimilation

How to 

improve?

HF radar

coverage

A. K. Sperrevik, K. H. Christensen, & J. Röhrs: Constraining energetic slope currents through assimilation of high-frequency radar 

observations,

Ocean Sci., 2015.

Simulated drifter,

HF radar currents 

assimilated in a 

ROMS 4DVAR system
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Leeway - category-based search and 

rescue (S&R) model

9 10 m/s wind

Divergence (angle relative to 

wind)  and leeway speed 

varies greatly among objects

The uncertainty (radius) of the 

field studies is also highly 

variable



Barentsburg 
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4 km model ocean model

Search for persons in water (PIW) October 2017
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iSphere drifter, 

- halfways submerged

CODE drifter, 

- centered at 70 cm depth

Horizontal motion of oil depends strongly on depth

Ambient current

Stokes drift

Surface wind drag
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Vertical motion of oil

Vertical mixing

due to turbulence

Buoyancy

- large droplets rise 

faster than small 

droplets

Entrainment

due to breaking waves

Three processes 

are parameterised



Meteorologisk institutt13

Simulated seafloor oil leakage



Measured and modelled oil drift

Frigg field 2015
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The right mixing and the 

right currents are required to

get the oil dispersion right

Jones et al (2016)



Iceberg module for OpenDrift

A module for the drift of icebergs (OpenBerg, not yet publicly 

available) is being developed by Ron Saper at Carleton 

University, Canada, with data support from the Canadian Ice 

Service. 

Two different iceberg drift forecasting approaches are being tested:

· One approach uses a drag formulation to calculate wind and water drag 

forces. The challenge with this approach is that the trajectories are very 

sensitive to underwater draft, of which information is rarely available.

· The second approach predicts and subtracts the wind and tidal 

components of the drift, and then analyses the 

residual for extrapolation. Finally, wind and tidal 

components are added back in to produce 

a trajectory forecast.
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Concluding remarks

·A new open-source trajectory framework is available on Github: 

github.com/opendrift

·The code is reusable and based on common standards like NetCDF-CF 

and Thredds

·The code is used for the operational emergency preparedness at MET 

Norway and is currently being implemented at the Norwegian JRCCs

·Errors are huge – field work matters, resolution matters, assimilation 

matters – plenty to do

·Currents remain the biggest source of uncertainty for oceanic trajectory 

models, and any improvement will translate directly into smaller search 

areas

·Iceberg modelling is currently under development and will eventually be 

implemented as an operational service
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https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-2017-205


GOV and ME(T)

·Ocean data assimilation is essential to improving the quality of 

operational trajectory forecasts

·With an increasing number of nearshore observational 

networks (HF radars, drifters), the potential for improving 

surface current forecasts is there

·GOV can help by highlighting the necessity for better surface 

current products for operational purposes

·Operational trajectory forecasts represent perhaps the clearest 

motivation for why we need operational ocean forecasts
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